NISSAN

PULSAR

BRAND NEW
NISSAN PULSAR
IT’S GOT IT ALL
MEET YOUR MATCH. Sophisticated and
self-assured with a bold, athletic design
and an unprecedented range of advanced
technologies, all-new PULSAR energizes
your drive. A living synthesis of Nissan
innovation, this uncompromising star
means business.

BODY CONSCIOUS
SPORTY AND STYLISH, smart and sleek, Nissan PULSAR’s flowing curves have
a magnetic quality. Keep your eyes on those racy contours and that purposeful profile:
they’re the flavour of what’s to come.

OPEN MINDED
TAKE TIME TO REFLECT: never has a hatchback
given you so much room to breathe. Incredibly light
and airy with extensive head and body space for both
you and all your passengers, PULSAR’s cabin takes
the meaning of generosity to new levels.
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SURPRISING ALL ROUND

INSIDE NISSAN PULSAR, all is elegance and finesse: soft touch
materials and chrome detailing, extra-wide door armrests and
amazing all-round visibility. With the comfort and convenience of
advanced features like the Nissan Intelligent Key, Push Button
Engine Start, Automatic Headlamp and Winscreen Wipers and Dual Zone Climate
Control, it’s a model of contemporary quality and style.

NISSAN ADVANCED DRIVE-ASSIST DISPLAY

INNOVATION
UNDER YOUR NOSE

It’s all there, right in front of you, on a full colour 5" TFT information display:
from turn-by-turn directions to caller ID, audio track details to Safety Shield
status, Nissan’s Advanced Drive-Assist Display serves up all your info
under your nose, so you keep your eyes on the road.

CALLER ID
Check your calls while
keeping your eyes on the
road.

AUDIO
Get full details on the
artists and music you’re
enjoying while in motion.

SAFETY SHIELD
Keep clear of trouble
thank to visual and
audible warning signals.

COLOUR SELECTION
Customize your screen
by choosing yourself
the color of the car
displayed.

TURN BY TURN
NAVIGATION
Never miss a turn thanks
to rapid access to
essential navigation info.

TYRE PRESSURE
MONITORING SYSTEM
No more guesswork:
Each tyre pressure is
displayed on screen and
a signal lights up on the
dash if pressure is low.

NISSANCONNECT

INNOVATION THAT KEEPS
YOUR WORLD WITHIN REACH
SMART AND FUNCTIONAL. The NissanConnect is packed with a rich range of features and is incredibly easy to use thanks
to the high resolution 5.8" anti-glare touchscreen. With a powerful combination of audio, navigation and communications functions,
as well as cutting edge connectivity and smartphone integration features.
CONNECTED WHEREVER YOU GO. NissanConnect offers Smartphone integration. Enjoy of an ever evolving list of applications*
from the comfort of your Nissan’s display screen, all tailored to enhance your overall driving experience in a safe way. Your PULSAR
will become an integrated piece of your connected lifestyle, just like your smartphone, tablet and computer.
INTELLIGENT DRIVER ASSISTANCE and navigation functions support you in all kinds of traffic situations.
STREAMING AUDIO VIA BLUETOOTH®. Enjoy digital radio, Over The Air internet radio or stream music from your mobile phone.
IPOD/USB INPUT. Plug in your iPod or MP3 player to access your entire music library while you’re on the road.

*Driving is a serious business. Only use NissanConnect services when safe to do so. Some applications may have late introduction. NissanConnect service
subscription required but is available on a complimentary basis for 2 years from purchase. Service and applications only available in select European countries
and on select Nissan models. Service and applications may be provided by third parties outside Nissan’s control, and are subject to change without notice
or liability to Nissan or its agents (including, without limitation, services cancelled/suspended by third parties). Certain remote functions require compatible
phone or device, not included with vehicle. Cellular networks are provided by cellular companies, and are not within Nissan’s control. Cellular networks
not available in all areas. Roaming charges and/or data usage charges may apply. Nissan is not responsible for any equipment replacement or upgrades
or associated costs that may be required for continued operation due to service changes.

NISSAN AROUND VIEW MONITOR

YOUR VIRTUAL BIRDS’ EYE VIEW

Using 4 cameras, the Around View Monitor delivers a panoramic view of your vehicle, as well as
split-screen close-ups of the front, rear and side to make parking safer and easier.
If you’re backing up, Moving Object Detection will warn you of any unseen dangers, like a child
passing by on a bike or a family pet – it saves you a lot of worry.

DON’T BUMP YOUR NOSE.
In first gear (or Drive for Xtronic models),
the display gives you both a front and
overhead view, so you know just how far
to pull up – without going too far.

COMPLETE THE PICTURE.

SPARE YOUR WHEELS.

Located under your driver’s side mirror,
this camera helps round out your
virtual 360º bird’s-eye view, whether
you’re in Drive or Reverse.

In Drive or Reverse, you can push
the camera button to switch out
the overhead for a side view.
A great help for seeing how close
you are to the curb.

LOOK OUT BELOW.
In Reverse, the display helps you see what’s
directly behind you, while the overhead view
helps with shorter objects otherwise hidden
below your window.

PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN –
WITH A CLEAN CONSCIENCE
There’s no compromise between power and performance with Nissan PULSAR.
The downsized, state-of-the-art all-turbo engine line-up combines impressive fuel
economy and high torque responsiveness. You can choose a direct injection turbocharged 1.2L petrol engine or opt for the fuel-sipping economy of the 1.5dCi
diesel engine. Either way, you’ll be amazed.
XTRONIC
Xtronic automatic transmission enhances driving pleasure further by providing
smoother, more responsive acceleration while improving fuel economy too.
START/STOP SYSTEM
Nissan’s automatic Start/Stop System is standard on all models. To save even more
fuel, it stops the engine when it’s not needed, at traffic lights for example, and then
smoothly and quickly restarts as you push the accelerator pedal to pull away.

ACTIVE TRACE CONTROL
Active trace control delivers confident handling
around the corners by controlling brake pressure
at individual wheels to aid tracing at corners
and help smooth vehicle response.

MOTOR

SIZE
(L)

OUTPUT TORQUE CO2 EMISSIONS
(ps)
(nm)
(g/km)

FUEL CONSUMPTION
(L/100km)
Urban cycle

Extra-urban

Combined

16" & 17"

16" & 17"

16" & 17"

16" & 17"

1.2 DIG-T MT

1.2

115

190

117

6.3

4.3

5.0

1.2 DIG-T
Xtronic

1.2

115

165

119

6.2

4.5

5.1

1.5 dCi MT

1.5

110

260

94

4.1

3.3

3.6

NISSAN SAFETY SHIELD PHILOSOPHY

SURROUND YOURSELF
WITH CONFIDENCE

The Nissan Safety Shield technologies are a comprehensive approach to safety that guides the
engineering and development of every vehicle we make. The features described here are just some
of many on your Nissan, helping to protect you and yours by focusing on three key areas: keeping
an eye on your vehicle’s systems and the surroundings, assisting in handling unexpected situations,
and helping to keep you safe in the unfortunate event of an accident.

ENVISAGE THE INVISIBLE
TYRE PRESSURE MONITOR SYSTEM. No more
guesswork: all your tyre pressures are displayed on
screen and a signal lights up on the dash if they’re low.
BLIND SPOT WARNING. What you can’t see, the Blind
Spot Warning System can. If there’s a vehicle in the blind
spot area on either side of PULSAR, a light will illuminate
near the wing mirror to let you know. If you’re indicating
to change lanes and a vehicle is dangerously close,
the same light will start flashing and you’ll hear a warning
signal too.
LANE DEPARTURE WARNING. Keep focused: you’ll be
warned if you drift out of lane. Unless you’re indicating,
the system will give you a signal to remind you to
straighten up.
FORWARD EMERGENCY BRAKING. If there’s a risk of
collision with the vehicle in front, the system will give you
an audible & visible warning signal. If the driver does not
react automatic hard braking is activated to slow the vehicle.
MOVING OBJECT DETECTION. Meet your digital
parking co-pilot. With 360° degree coverage, at parking
speeds this function will warn you if anything moves
in close proximity to the car – for instance a family pet
or child on a bike.

6
Safety Award In 2014, PULSAR
was awarded the maximum five-star
rating by Euro NCAP (European New
Car Assessment Programme).

®

STANDARD
AIR BAGS

HELPING TO PROTECT YOU. With 6 standard airbags,
available side and curtain airbags and the Nissan Safety
Shield, PULSAR is equipped with a full suite of active and
passive safety features to offer you and your passengers
®
outstanding
protection.

SLIDE, FOLD, PACK & GO
Despite its class-leading rear roominess, Nissan PULSAR’s family-size luggage space
makes sure nothing gets left behind. What’s more, its 385L trunk capacity becomes
1395L with the seats folded down. Thanks to four different seat combinations and a
60/40 split, you’ve plenty of options for bulkier goods - so slide in the golf bag, pack up
the pushchair, load the bikes and go!

1395

LITRES

You, your passenger and a whole
load of cargo.

Keep smaller items safe and within reach thanks to lots of handy compartments and hidden storage space.

COLOURS

M: Metallic - S: Solid - P: Pearlescent

WHITE - S - QM1

RED - S - Z10

PEARL WHITE - P - QAB

SATIN SILVER - M - KL0

GRAY - M - K51

BLACK - M - GN0

RED - M - NAH

BRONZE - M - CAP

AZURE - P - RBR

ALLOY WHEELS

16" steel wheel with cover

16" alloy

17" alloy

TRIMS
XE

SV

SV EXECUTIVE

SVE

XE - PATTERNED TRICOT FABRIC

SV - PATTERNED TRICOT
FABRIC, BLACK

SV EXECUTIVE - SEMI LEATHER

SVE - LEATHER

SV - PATTERNED TRICOT
FABRIC, BEIGE

DIMENSIONS
A: Overall Length: 4,385 MM
B: Wheelbase: 2,700 MM
C: Overall width: 1,768 MM

D

D: Overall height: 1,520 MM
B
A

C

GRADES
XE

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

16" steel wheels
Body coloured door mirrors and handles
5" advanced drive-assist display
Idle stop & start system
Cruise control and speed limiter
Manual AC
Tyre pressure monitoring system
Electric adjustable exterior mirrors
Front and rear power windows
Steering wheel audio control
CD radio + 4 speakers
USB Port - iPhone/iPod connectivity
Bluetooth
Remote central door locking
Immobilizer
6 Airbags
VDC/ABS
Chrome window surround
Front seat height adjustable
Tilt/telescopic adjustable steering
Isofix tethers
Day time running lamps
Interior XE trim
Spare tyre

SV

SV EXECUTIVE

ADDITIONAL TO XE

ADDITIONAL TO SV

••
••
•
••
••
•

16" alloy wheels
Front fog lamps
Upper grade interior finisher
Heated exterior mirrors
Auto Pack: Auto lighting, wipers, dimming mirror,
Nissan Intelligent Key & push engine start button
Dual zone automatic AC
6 Speakers
Rear center armrest w/ cupholder
Leather steering wheel & gear shift knob
Interior SV trim

••
••
••
•
••

17" two tone alloy wheels
Privacy glass
NissanConnect
Black Semi-Leather Seats
Forward Emergency Braking
DAB (Digital Audio Broadcast) Radio
Front Armrest
Rear View Camera
Driver & Passenger
Lumbar Support

Standard on
SV Executive
only

SVE
ADDITIONAL TO SV EXECUTIVE

••
••
•
••

17" alloy wheels
Leather seats
LED headlamps + signature
Around View Monitor
Nissan Safety Shield: Lane Departure Warning,
Blind Spot Warning, Moving Object Detection
Electric folding exterior mirrors
Interior SVE trim

SERVICE PLAN
Nissan Service Plan is the easiest way to give your Nissan PULSAR the maintenance
it deserves while you save money in the long run. Nissan Service Plan provides a
convenient and easy solution, enabling you to spread the cost of your servicing needs
by making low monthly payments rather than having to pay the full amount all at once.
Nissan Service Plan also ensures that your Nissan PULSAR is serviced in line with
manufacturers recommendations/specifications giving you peace of mind motoring. A
well maintained vehicle offers Nissan drivers safety, reliability and economy with a
“FSH” (Full Service History) also protecting future residual re-sale values. Nissan Service
Plan customers can also rest assured that your vehicle is maintained and serviced by
qualified Nissan technicians using Genuine Nissan Parts.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Nissan 5 year Extended Warranty provides you with ongoing protection after the standard
warranty ends. Protect your PULSAR for longer with our comprehensive Extended
Warranty cover to extend your cover to 5 years or 150,000kms whichever comes first.
The Nissan Extended Warranty covers the cost of repairing or replacing covered mechanical
or electrical components should they expectantly breakdown due to warrantable defect
of material or workmanship during the period of cover. If you sell your Nissan privately,
you can transfer the cover to the new owner adding value to your vehicle when your sell.
Transfers are free.

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT THE
BEST IN US.
You spark our imagination. You provoke our ingenuity.
You inspire us to change the rules and innovate. And
at Nissan, innovation is not just about additions and
extensions; it’s about crossing the line to reinvent the
status quo. It’s about developing unexpected solutions
to satisfy your wildest and most pragmatic desires. At
Nissan, we design cars, accessories and services that
break the mould - making the practical exciting and
the exciting practical to offer you a more exhilarating
driving experience everyday.

NISSAN PULSAR
OFFERS YOU:
3-YEAR WARRANTY OR 100,000 KM
YEARLY OR 30,000 KM INTERVAL
FOR DIESEL ENGINES
YEARLY OR 20,000 KM INTERVAL
FOR PETROL ENGINES

visit our website at: w w w.nissan.ie/vehicle/pulsar

Follow Nissan PULSAR on:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (Dec 2016). This brochure has been
produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan
Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be
informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because
of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim
materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
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